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ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with the large commercial aircraft crash into the Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility building 
structure as a results of terrorist attack. Importance of this loading rises after September 11 and knowledge of 
response and realistic resistance of the nuclear facilities  structures is required. The paper presents possibilities of 
application of aircraft crash loading on the building structure, determination of loading parameters (aircraft 
velocities, angles of impact) and introducing into the FEM models. Information is provided on the analyses results 
of aircraft crash scenarios performed for Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility building structure design which is 
under preparation for Temelin site.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is necessary to consider the aircraft crash into building structure in case where risk of this event occurrence 

is high or this event could have significant social impacts. The aircraft crash has been considered for instance in 
design of several highrise buildings and this event is envisaged also in design of safety important buildings of 
nuclear power plants. Usually the load determination caused by the aircraft crash is based on assumption that it 
happen due to accident. However, the intended attack by large aircraft crash became prominent problem after 
September 11, 2001. The change of reasons of aircraft crash has significant impacts on the way used to determine 
loads based on the aircraft type as well as its velocity and crash direction.  
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This paper contains discussion on determination of loads caused by large aircraft crash due to intended act. In 
addition possibilities to introduce these loads into computing model for building structure are provided. The 
problems are resolved from the point of view of design of safety important building structures in nuclear power 
plant. Problems are exemplified by calculations carried out within framework of study of upcoming Interim Spent 
Fuel Storage Facility for Temelin site. 

2. DETERMINATION OF LOADS 
As mentioned above the loads caused by aircraft crash were usually determined until the September 11th 2001, 

provided that the aircraft crash occurred due to accident. With this assumption the load parameters are determined 
based on the data about air traffic as well as based on data about accident frequency of individual aircraft types. 
Then the probability to hit reviewed building by an aircraft of certain group is determined based on the product of 
ratio of building to assessed area and accident frequency for this group of aircraft in this region. Based on these 
analyses the relevant group of planes as well as typical mass of aircraft is identified, which should be considered in 
structure design. Depending on the aircraft type and on the flight stage also the speed in time of crash and angle of 
incidence are determined.  

However in case of loads caused by intended act the above mentioned methodology can not be used more. 
This is why that in case of intended attack the behavior can not be determined in correct way. Generally it is 
possible to say that the absolute protection against the intended attacks can not be provided. Should certain general 
reference load be determined for each kind of attack the attacker could be forced to carry out the attack either with 
greater intensity or using other kind of attack not considered so far. This is why the nuclear power plant protection 
is based on preventive measures and on physical guarding the site of plant reducing risk of intended attack and 
extending the distance where the possible attack can be carried out from.  However in case of attack using large 
transport aircraft the standard methods of nuclear power plant guarding provide the minimum influence. In such 
case the risk can be reduced by higher level of security of aircraft and airports what applies after the September 
11th 2001.  

When determining the aircraft type, which could be used for attack, it is possible to come out from two 
possibilities. The aircraft type could be determined according to the structure of air traffic in given region or 
according to the consequences of aircraft crash. When we assume that the aim is to cause as great as possible 
damage then we need to take into account attack carried out by long-range aircraft. Such airplanes feature with 
higher mass but particularly the volume of transported fuel is much higher. While in case of the short-range 
airplanes the share of fuel on the total mass present about 30% in case of the long-range aircraft the share of fuel is 
over 45%.  It resulted from the attack on September, 11th 2001, that fire could be decisive factor in regard to 
resistance of struck structure – both the World Center Towers have been destroyed due to fire but not due to aircraft 
hit. 

When determining the aircraft speed at the moment of crash the operating parameters as well as parameters of 
reviewed building and its surroundings are to be accounted. The maximum aircraft velocity depends on power of 
its motors and on the flight level where the aircraft flies. The maximum aircraft velocity is restricted by strength of 
aircraft structure (i.e. by its capability to bear up the acting aerodynamic forces).  In addition another restrictive 
factor is the velocity leading to loss of plane control  (airflow around the plane and air turbulence cause plane 
control worsening at higher velocities). It is also necessary to assume that attacker wish to hit him selected building, 
so he must choose such velocity allowing him to hit building with confidence. Thus, in addition to plane operating 
parameters the plane velocity in time of crash is significantly affected by the reviewed building parameters and its 
surroundings (floor plan dimensions and height, barriers in surroundings).  Results of investigation FEMA-403 
(2002) show that in case of the WTC towers the velocity of crash was 221m/sec for the WTC1 and up to 262m/sec 
for the WTC2. In case of the attack on Pentagon building the crash velocity is estimated for 350-mph (i.e. 156 
m/sec) (NEI 2002). These velocities were determined based on the analysis of different records acquired in time of 
attack.  The plane velocities in case of the WTC towers exceed the maximum velocities provided by producer. 
Such high velocities were allowed thanks to their height and visibility of hit buildings when flying on the relatively 
high flight level and the flight direction fine-tuning is not necessary. In case of the Pentagon building crash the 
plane velocity was substantially lower due to need to perform precision flight close to ground.  

Land coverage near NPP building affects not only velocity in the instant of crash but also determination of 
directions and angles allowing to hit the assessed building. Determining directions and angles allowing hitting 
building it is necessary to take into account plane maneuverability as well as hijacker professionalism. In case of 
inexperienced hijacker or hijackers with small experience with given type of plane the attack rather from free 
approachable directions could be expected where significant flight correction is not necessary. Similarly also an 
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angle of crash can be determined assuming that attacker will wish to keep direct visibility of target. The tests were 
carried out on the flight simulator B737 located in the CSA Training Center within framework of study of bellow 
described Spent Fuel Storage Facility for Temelin site. The plane descent times from the routine flight levels and 
possibilities to hit target as well as expected angles of incidence on roof and walls were verified. Results from these 
tests show that in case of freestanding building the most unfavorable angle (perpendicular hit) could be expected 
on walls. In case of roof the hit angle depends on hijacker professionalism. Regarding an uncontrollable increase of 
velocity in case of dive flight it is necessary to start the final plane descent from horizontal flight in small height 
above ground. In such case the roof hitting is possible up to the angle no more than 20 ° from horizontal plane 
observing direct visibility of target. (direct visibility is restricted by front part of plane). For any greater angle in 
proximity of target the hijacker will lose direct visibility thus the probability the target remain unaffected increases. 
In case of experienced pilot the target hit could be possible even at angle of 35 degrees. For higher angles the pilot 
has not enough time to perform correcting maneuvers and the plane would fall outside the target. 

 

3. INTRODUCTION OF LOADS INTO CALCULATION 
The loads caused by aircraft crash can be introduced into the calculation of response of impacted building in 

several ways. In case of perpendicular hits to relatively rigid structures the published loading curves can be often 
used, which are determined based on experimental tests or based on simple computing models. For example, the 
load curve for crash of Boeing B707 aircraft with mass of 90 tons is frequently used curve in calculation of large 
transport aircraft. This curve was derived assuming hit with velocity of 100 m/s to rigid barrier (Riera 1968). The 
load curve is given in the Figure 1.  

The load curve was determined with simplified assumptions based on aircraft velocity in instant of hit and 
aircraft mass distribution and plane structure stiffness distribution over its length. It is possible to determine such 
load curve in the same way for other plane types as well as for higher hit velocities. 

When the hit structure is not rigid the forces acting between structure and aircraft will differ. In such case it is 
necessary to use an adequate computing model of aircraft and the task need to be resolved for each case 
individually as interaction of both bodies. It is possible to model the aircraft for example by simplified mass model 
or by FEM detail model. 
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Figure 1 Load curve derived for Boeing B707 aircraft and for velocity 100m/s 

4. EXAMPLE OF REAL STRUCTURE 
The Spent Fuel Storage Facility designed in several options within the study for Temelin site has been chosen 

as example for presentation of large commercial aircraft crash into NPP building structure. This building serves for 
interim storage of spent fuel containers. The storage part of this building is a two-bay hall with span 2 x 22 m and 
length of 72 m and height of 25 m. The storage part is divided lengthwise to two dilatation units, the third separate 
dilatation unit is the reception room. The load-bearing structure is made from monolithic reinforced concrete. The 
cross section schemes of two analyzed options of structure are in the Figure 2 and 3. 
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Several options of the storage part were processed within framework of the study. Required resistance to given 
loads as well as fulfillment of requirements for radiation shielding and cooling assurance for stored containers are 
the decisive factors in design of structure and its arrangement for given loads. From the point of view of aircraft 
crash the load was defined for aircraft crash with mass of 2 tons. Probability of large aircraft crash due to accident 
was less than the boundary value of probability 1 x 10-7 per year thus the structure resistance to this load is not 
required from this point of view. 

Load caused by large aircraft crash due to intended act was conservatively determined for Boeing B747-400. 
Thus the approach resulting from maximization of hit impacts was used in determining loads instead of approach 
resulting from air traffic above the Czech Republic region. This aircraft presents the greatest civil aircraft 
commonly used today. This aircraft type is a long-range aircraft and consideration of this aircraft type is 
conservative from the point of view of its mass as well as from the point of view of fuel quantity. The plane 
velocity of 150 m/sec in instant of hit was determined. This velocity was chosen with regard to relatively small 
dimensions of storage thus considering necessity to perform fine-tuned flight corrections in small height. From the 
point of view of hit direction the storage location allows hit the building from any direction. Perpendicular impact 
is assumed in case of walls. In case of roof hitting the maximum angle of 35° was chosen. Comparison for plane 
and assessed building dimensions is in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 2 Cross section of storage part – first option of structure with the wall thickness within 

tens of centimeters 
 

 
Figure 3 Cross section of storage part – second option of structure with the wall thickness more 

then 1 m 
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Figure 4 Comparison of plane dimensions with assessed build-ing dimensions 

 

5. ANALYSES OF LARGE AIRCRAFT CRASH 
Objective of presented analyses was to determine scope of damage of building in case of large aircraft crash. 

Then, next follow-up analyses were performed concerning resistance of stored containers against debris and 
reviewing impacts of fuel fire. 

Impacts of the large aircraft crash were assessed for two basic options of the structure. The first option 
corresponds to structure designed in compliance with required loads in given site; the wall thickness for this option 
will vary within tens of centimeters. In the second option the wall thickness will exceed 1 m.  

Analyses were performed by Abaqus FEM code. The model of building structure covers one dilatation section 
of the structure. All elements of structure are modeled by shell elements. Parameters of material corresponds to the 
concrete class C16/20 (modulus of elasticity 27GPa). In case of nonlinear analyses the rebar was added into the 
model as a Abaqus element parameter Rebar layer and the concrete is modeled using Abaqus Cracking model for 
concrete. This material model is designed for applications in which the behavior is dominated by tensile cracking, 
the model assumes the linear elastic compressive behavior. Advantage of this material model is that it allows 
removal of elements after reaching failure limit (strain or displacement). Rebar material is modeled using Abaqus 
classical metal plasticity material model where the nonlinear behavior of rebar is defined by uniaxial stress-strain 
diagram. 

In case of walls, the loads caused by wall hitting were introduced in form of load curve adopted from Kulak & 
Yoo (2003) and applied at wall elements – see Figure 5. The curve was determined according to the same 
methodology as in case for curve for B707 (Riera 1968) – see Section 3. 

 
 

 
Figure 5 Example of application of loading at wall elements – hitting of gable wall 
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ore complicated is a case of roof hitting. In this case, usage of the load curve is rather problematic because 
the 

ith objective to give a true plane geometry and mass distribution 
with

parts of aircraft – fuselage with cargo, main and upper decks, 
fron

Figure 6 Global view at B747-400 aircraft model 

Figur raft model 
 

M
hit angle isn’t perpendicular and there is need to include an aircraft slippage on the roof. Finally, the simplified 

aircraft model was developed for this case and the roof hitting was resolved as a contact task. The calculations 
were performed by the Abaqus FEM code taking into account non-linear material behaviour and full contact of all 
parts of model. The explicit dynamic analysis was used and the resistance of the structure was evaluated based on 
reaching the failure state of material in elements. 

The aircraft computing model was designed w
 at least rough idea about aircraft structure stiffness. This model should not replace the computing plane 

models used by plane producer. It is not possible to reach such accurateness with regard to necessary simplification 
of the model as well as with regard unavailability of the detail plane structure documentation. This simplification 
in modeling of the aircraft structure is possible due to fact resulting from aircraft behavior analysis that the major 
part of force acting on obstacle is given by falling mass and only the minor part is given by plane structure stiffness. 
This difference is significant in particular for large transport aircraft where the aircraft structure stiffness is very 
small with regard to forces acting in instant of hit.  

The computing model covers the main structure 
t and rear pressure bulkheads and central fuel tank; wings with main beams and engines on pylons and tail 

surfaces – see Figure 6 and 7. Laminated shell elements were used in the model. Material parameters correspond to 
the aluminum alloys (defined using Abaqus classical metal plasticity material model). The total weight of the 
aircraft model corresponds to the maximum takeoff weight 397t. 

 

 

 

 
e 7 Longitudinal cross section of B747-400 airc
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6. ANALYSES RESULTS 
Results of performed calculations showed that there are important differences between two analyzed types of 

structure. In case of the first option of building (wall thickness within tens of centimeters) the structure is not able 
to withstand the large commercial aircraft crash disregarding the direction of hitting. When the wall is hit, failure 
of supporting structure (wall and columns) will occur with subsequent fall of parts of roof structure inside. 
Similarly, in case of roof hitting, the structure of roof is break through and falls along with adjacent parts of wall. 
Development of the collapse for hitting of roof is on Figures 8 to 10 (only those elements of structure are drawn, 
which are active in the given time point, other elements are excluded according to given criteria corresponding to 
damage to material).  

In case of the second option of structure, where wall thickness are over 1m, results of performed calculations 
showed that it is possible to reach structure resistance even for such high loads. The structure remains stable after 
hit in case both hitting of walls or roof. The resulting damage of structure presents through extensive cracking in 
hit area with possible local spalling and scabbing of concrete and through outside surface erosion caused by debris. 
However fall of larger parts of supporting structures did not occur. The Figures 11 to 13 provide results of 
calculation for hit on roof in case of the second option for selected time periods. 

 
 

 
Figure 8 First option of structure – front part of aircraft penetrates into air shaft structure 

 

 
Figure 9 First option of structure – after impact of central part of aircraft the collapse of roof 

started 
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Figure 10 First option of structure – aircraft penetrate through central wall, left and central 

supports of roof are broken 
 

 
Figure 11 Second option of structure – front part of aircraft hits the roof 

 

 
Figure 12 Second option of structure – front part of aircraft penetrates into air shaft structure, 

flying off debris erode surrounding surfaces 
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Figure 13 Second option of structure – impact of central part of aircraft causes extensive 

cracking in hit area of roof 
 
 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS  
Performed results show that the robust structure from reinforced concrete is capable to withstand even such 

high load as the large aircraft crash with high velocity could be. Dimensions of structure, which is capable to 
withstand large aircraft crash, correspond to structures resistant to military aircraft crash. The military aircraft 
structure on one side is of lower mass, but on the other side the derived load acts on small area and structure 
dimensions are given by local resistance to perforation. In case of impact of the large aircraft, loads acts on larger 
area and the bearing capacity is not affected only by the local structure resistance in point of hit but also by bending 
capacity of the loaded part of structure as well as by the capability of structure as a whole to catch falling mass.  

In case of the structure whose wall thickness correspond to the common dimensions there are no chance to 
withstand the large aircraft crash and the protection of such buildings have to be ensured by another means. 
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